In this paper we study numerical solutions of the Dirichlet problem in high dimensions using the Feynman-Kac representation. What is involved are Monte-Carlo simulations of stochastic differential equations and algorithms to accurately determine exit times and process values at the boundary. It is assumed that the radius of curvature of the boundary is much larger than the square root of the step-size. We find that the canonical O(N −1/2 ) behavior of statistical errors as a function of the sample size N holds regardless of the dimension n of the space. In fact, the coefficient of N −1/2 seems to actually decrease with n. Additionally, acceptance ratios for finding the boundary become less sensitive to the time step size in higher dimensions. The walk on cubes method, wherein the model increments of Brownian motion are three-point random variables, is of particular interest. Comparisons are made between this walk-on-cubes method, Milstein's walk on spheres, and a simpler 2-point method. Our examples have hyperspherical domains up to n = 64 dimensions.
Introduction.
In many applications, the dimension of the underlying space can be much larger than three. Solutions of partial differential equations in three space can be an industrial project, while in higher dimensions this is even more formidable. In financial applications or many body simulations, the underlying space may be 50 or more. Monte-Carlo simulation thus becomes most attractive when the dimension n of the configuration space is high. In this paper, we explore the Dirichlet problem in high dimensions using variants of the Feynman-Kac representation (e.g. [5] ). What is involved is to simulate some stochastic differential equations, functionals of which form the Feynman-Kac formula. In simulation, most of the functionals turn out to be simple averages of multiple realizations of functions of independent sample paths. For the Dirichlet problem, the boundary values make the solution unique. Finding the boundary and determining the exit time of the diffusion process when it crosses the boundary are the main tasks.
In a basic form, the Feynman-Kac representation for the Dirichlet problem is follows. Let L be a linear second order differential operator
.
In this study, we consider only the case that the potential c(x) ≤ 0 and that b, c, g are smooth and satisfy some Lipshitz growth conditions. The Dirichlet problem is to find u(x) satisfying the above PDE (1.1), while at the boundary of a bounded domain D, u(x) = ψ(x), when x ∈ ∂D. The probabilistic representation for the solution u is the Feynman-Kac formula, 
c(X(s))ds dt,
where τ is the exit time from domain D of a process X(t) whose initial value is X(0) = x and which satisfies a stochastic differential equation (SDE)
dX(t) = b(X)dt + dW.
In this equation, W is an n−dimensional Brownian motion, and b is the vector which appears in the PDE (1.1). The exit time is τ = inf{t : X(t) ∈ ∂D}, i.e. the first time the process X crosses the boundary. Two difficulties present themselves: (i) finding the process value X(τ ) accurately at the boundary, and (ii) making sure that this value does not follow an excursion, that is, X(t) cannot leave the domain and come back. In practice, one writes Y (t) = exp t
c(X(s))ds and computes Y from the differential equation dY = c(X)Y dt.
If the numerical representation of the increments of W is Gaussian, controlling both problems ((i) and (ii)) is very hard because these increments are unbounded. Three bounded approximations to these increments are known and used:
• A simple two point:
∆W i = ± √ h each with probability 1/2
• A walk on spheres, where ∆W is uniformly (isotropically) distributed on an n−sphere. In this case, the calculus for the SDE is modified for the conditions that the process value is always on a hyperspherical surface.
• A walk on cubes (3-point, (3.5)), wherein ∆W i = ± √ 3h each with probability 1/6 ∆W i = 0 with probability 2/3
The moment conditions
, but the next even order relations, O(h 3 ), are not correct. This walk on cubes gives a better representation than two point or uniform distributions on spheres for the 1-D distribution function p(
In the 2-point and walk on cubes cases, the joint distribution for all the n ∆X's isn't isotropic. For an arbitrarily oriented boundary, this lack of isotropy introduces errors. It is possible to remove this lack of isotropy by choosing a vector increment ∆X = {∆X 1 , ∆X 2 , . . . , ∆X n } and rotating it by a random orthogonal matrix, say Q. That is, for any unit vector e, the set Qe will be uniformly distributed on surface of a unit n−sphere. In 2 or 3 dimensions, generating such Q is straightforward, but in higher dimensions this might be more tedious. In this study, we do not attempt to correct for this lack of isotropy, but note that the problem exists.
In this paper, we study test problems in high dimensions in a hyperspherical domain. This domain will be called D. Additionally, two border areas of D are: Γ T is a boundary finding region, which we'll call the tangent layer; and a stopping region Γ S where the discrete Markov chain of our approximation terminates. These are subsets of D,
where g and the boundary values ψ(x), x ∈ ∂D are chosen such that we know the solution (see section 4). This will enable us to examine the boundary finding strategy and study the models for bounded approximations to Brownian increments. Our particular goal is to see how the solutions behave as the dimension n of the problem increases.
Our notation is conventional, but the reader should note a perhaps inconsistent meaning of the stepsize h. When finding the boundary, the global stepsize h is shrunk according to the distance to that boundary. When discussing the expected number of steps, and the order of accuracy, h means the initial stepsize: h when X ∈ D \ Γ T . Within Γ T , h shrinks -we do not allow excursions. In the simulations, the expectation E φ for some φ is computed by the mean
2 Exit time from the domain.
We first examine a simple exit-time problem, in part to illustrate that even in a simple case, the analysis is non-trivial. The solution to the n−dimensional constant potential problem on an n−sphere with radius r
where u(x) = 1 when |x| = r can be written using the Feynman-Kac formula. In this case it reads (equation 1.2)
where τ (the exit time) is the first t for an n−dimensional Brownian motion x + W (t) which begins at x and |x + W (τ )| = r. The solution u(x) is the Laplace transform of the distribution function for the exit time τ . In hyperspherical coordinates (see [4] 
The solution is relatively easily found by the transformation v(|x|) = |x| ν u(|x|), where ν = n/2 − 1, from which one gets the equation for a modified Bessel function. The solution to (2.1) is [7] u
To invert the Laplace transform, we used the infinite product form of the modified Bessel function ( [1] ),
All the terms in the product for u(x) are even and hence only contain λ, not its square root. We may apply the inversion formula by closing the contour in the left-half plane, with the poles λ = − (jν,s) 
which for x = 0 (the origin) reduces to
Both series converges for all τ > 0 because the denominators never vanish for finite s by Lomelin's interleaving theorem (see Watson [15] 
Then h m for m ≥ 1 satisfies the equation
with h m (x) = 0 when |x| = r, although h 0 = 1. h m is an m−th order homogeneous polynomial in (|x| 2 , r 2 ). The first 4 solutions for h m (x) are given in Table 2 .1. Table 2 .2 shows our comparisons. One obvious feature of these results is that as n increases, the distributions sharpen around the expected value E τ . That is,
The number of steps to find boundary.
Our basic scheme is to set up a discrete stochastic process, {X k : X 0 = x, k = 0 . . . ν x }, which weakly approximates a Brownian motion. If the initial point x ∈ D \ Γ T , our increments ∆X will depend on the initial stepsize h. If X (including the case x ∈ Γ T ) is in the tangent layer Γ T , the stepsize is shrunk so that the largest bounded increment X → X + ∆X could at most take X to the boundary ∂D. We now show that for bounded approximations to Gaussian increments, the number of steps is O(h −1 ). After [10] , we define 
and such that when f (X) ≥ 1 in the equation
For any Markov chain, {X k }, beginning at X 0 = x,
. . .
Here, E k means expectation with respect to the independent increment
. Working backwards, the unique solution to the boundary value problem
One dimensional case.
Although it is a bit special, the one dimensional situation is edifying. Consider the domain −L ≤ x ≤ L with a tangent layer
For a two point approximation (∆X =
The width of the stopping layer is given by δ S = h 2 , or δ S = h for a two point approximation. We want to find a potential ν(x) which bounds the number of steps of the chain {X 0 = x, X 1 , . . . , X νx ∈ Γ S }, with the properties • ν(x) increases as x moves away from the boundaries −L, L, and
respectively.
Let be a bounded step. In the 2-point, or simple random walk (∆X = = ± √ h),
For the 3-point (walk-on-cubes) case (∆X = = ± √ 3h, or 0),
It is important to notice that the scaling of ν must be increased if Aν ≤ −1 in the 3-point (walk-on-cubes) case. Indeed, for a better representation of the radial distribution, the acceptance decreases by 1/3 in this case. A walk on spheres is the same as the 2-point case in one dimension. For this, the conditions that Aν < 0 are thus the same for all three models for the increment ∆X = : ν ≥ 0 must decrease to zero toward the stopping layer and turn down in the interior. There are two cases to examine
In the interior case (a), for Aν(X) = E ν(X + ∆X) − ν(X) to be negative, we see from the remainder form of Taylor's series (with numbers 0 ≤ η, γ ≤ 1),
Case (b) is that one of the possible steps ends up in Γ S . We look only at the right boundary (ν(X + ) = 0) since the left one is similar, (again, 0 ≤ η ≤ 1)
For the bounded step, sufficient conditions for ν to be a bounding potential when
• ν(X) increases as X moves away from Γ S . That is, when |X +∆X −∂D| > |X − ∂D| we have ∆X · ∇ν(X) < 0. This is a condition on ∆X: it takes X → X + ∆X into the interior, not towards the boundary.
• ν(X) turns down:
The above conditions remain valid for the n-dimensional case, hence the notation. In n-D, the condition ( ν < 0) follows from the Itô formula:
Hence, if ν(X(t)) < 0 all along the path from X → X + ∆X, Aν < 0. In our one dimensional symmetric example, such a potential [10] begins with
where c 0 = c 0 (h) is a non-zero constant which may be chosen large enough that Aν 2 ≤ −1 (see [10] ).
Potential ν for bounded approximations to Gaussian increments.
For a bounded approximation to Gaussian increments, we define the following function:
We may choose L large enough that ν 0 ≥ 0 for a bounded domain D. Additionally,
with dS y is the outward oriented area increment of the inner surface of the exit layer Γ S , that is X ∈ (∂Γ S ) \ (∂D), and k(x, y) is the Green function for the Laplace operator. For a sphere, k(x, y) is the Poisson kernel: see Doob [2] chapter II, section 1. The function ν h (X) is harmonic in D \ Γ S and is equal to
We now begin construction of ν which will consist of three terms: the first two ν 0 , ν h are interior terms, and the last will be for the tangent layer.
Proof. With L chosen to be large enough, ν 0 ≥ 0, and ν 0 is subharmonic. By construction, ν h (X) is harmonic and
Thus, from Doob ([2]), chapter II, section 7, ν 0 + ν h ≥ 0 as desired.
We note that ν 0 + ν h reaches its maximum in the interior because
Lemma 2.2. The function
Proof. In our case, X is a Brownian motion: X = x + W (t). We use the rule, for even m,
whereas odd numbers of ∆X vanish, to get
and because ν h is harmonic ν h (X) = 0, we get all the higher order terms k+1 ν 0 = k (−1) = 0, and
for the desired result. Namely, all the O(h 2 ) and higher terms of (2.5) vanish leaving only (2.6).
We now need a contribution to ν(x) [10] appropriate for the boundary finding tangent layer Γ T . When X ∈ Γ T \ Γ S , the time step is computed from the distance to the boundary. Where ρ = inf |X − ∂D| and δ S = h 2 , let
The constant c 0 depends only on n and h and is large enough that Aν 2 ≤ −1 [10] . This potential has the following properties [10] : 
Proof. That ν 2 is positive is obvious. When ∆X moves X away from the boundary ∂D, ∆X · ∇ν 2 ≤ 0 because log ρ/δ S increases. To show Aν 2 < 0 is more difficult. Milstein [10] showed that for a ball of fixed size ρ = |∆X|, Aν 2 < constant < 0. We simplify the argument for the walk on cubes, namely we inscribe the polyhedra in spheres. Figure 2 .1 illustrates the situation for n = 3. In the general n case, the possible points form a set of nested n−polyhedra whose radii are r k = √ 3kh for k = 0 . . . n. The number of points at the vertices of these polyhedra at radius r k is given by by
We weight these points on the surface of an n−ball of radius r k by the probability that these vertices have radius r k , that is
Now let M ≥ 0 be the number of these radii
The k = 0 contribution is a point, so contributes nothing to Aν 2 . Thus, averaging over the weighted points as though they are equally distributed on the surfaces of the spheres at r k (for an arbitrarily oriented boundary at distance ρ),
Here, A k = . Indeed, by our choice of stepsize, at least one, r n = ρ, overlaps the stopping layer Γ S . Thus Aν 2 < const. < 0. That is, the scaling c 0 is bounded.
It is important that when M > 0, the acceptance ratio for stopping decreases. Finally, these three pieces give us the following.
Theorem 2.4. The potential ν(X)
Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
Theorem 2.5. Where h is the initial stepsize, the expected number of steps using these bounded approximations for Gaussian increments is O(h −1 ).
Proof. Since c 0 > 0, and ν 2 is bounded on a finite domain,
Experimentally, we find that once X ∈ Γ T \ Γ S , the expected number of steps until that path exits is O(h −α(n) ) where α(n) ≈ 0.44 · n −2/5 . This means that as the dimension of the problem increases, the number of steps required to find the boundary once a path has entered the tangent layer Γ T becomes less sensitive to the stepsize h. We next describe our simulations in the context of the problem (1.3).
Algorithms.
The probabilistic representation of the solution to the Dirichlet problem
takes the form u(x) = E [ψ(X(τ )) + Z(τ )] where (X(t), Z(t)) solve the system of stochastic differential equations (0 < t < τ)
(3.2) dX i (t) = dW i (t), i = 1, .
. . , n, dZ(t) = g(X(t))dt
together with the initial conditions X(0) = x and Z(0) = 0. In (3.2), (
T is an n-dimensional Brownian motion and τ is the first exit time of process X(t) from the bounded domain D [5, 10] . Repeatedly applying Ito's formula to the system (3.2) and neglecting higher order terms yields the following one step approximation [6, 8] :
The neglected error in the expansion (3.3) is of weak order 3 [8] . Replacing the integrals I (i) , I (i0) in (3.3) by the following set of random variables does not change the weak order of accuracy:
where ξ i is a three point random variable distributed according to (3.5) ξ i = ± √ 3 each with probability 1 6 0 with probability 
Note that h k+1 ≤ h for k = 0, . . . , ν x − 1. The chain is stopped as soon as X k ∈ Γ S , i.e. k = ν x . We obtain a chain X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X νx with X k ∈ D for 0 ≤ k < ν x . In particular, we can approximate the exit point X(τ ) by X νx ∈ ∂D and the exit time τ by h 1 + h 2 + · · · + h νx , where the chain starts at X 0 = x.
Estimating the expectations by finite means over N paths, we propose the following algorithm based on Algorithm 3.1 to find u N h (x) approximating the solution u(x) to problem (3.1) with initial stepsize h > 0.
Algorithm 3.2 (Monte Carlo for Dirichlet problems). Choose
-generate random n-vector ξ with components distributed according to (3.5 )
else set h to initial stepsize
Numerical experiments.
In this section we present results from extensive numerical experiments on the Algorithm 3.2. We first study in detail the case g(x) ≡ 1 and ψ(x) ≡ 0 (exit time problem) and present results of an experimental error analysis. We later show results from simulations with a varying inhomogeneity g k (x) consisting of a product of cosines with different frequencies k i (i = 1, . . . , n). A comparison of Algorithm 3.2 based on Algorithm 3.1 is made with other algorithms that have appeared in the literature.
The n-sphere with radius 1 and center in the origin is denoted S n 1 = {x ∈ lR n | |x| < 1}, and its boundary is ∂S n 1 . • Make at least N S > 1 independent simulations.
Experimental setup.
• take o NS as an estimate for E [o].
In Algorithm 4.1, the mean is considered reliable if its (numerical) 95%-confidence interval is smaller than its value by the factor f . A smaller f implies a more reliable estimate for E [o]. The standard deviation of o, S NS [o] , is the numerical estimate
Experimental error analysis for the exit time problem.
We first studied a simplest case of problem (3.1), namely g ≡ 1 and
2 ). Furthermore, u(0) = E τ where τ is the first exit time of an n−dimensional Brownian motion X from S n 1 . We calculated an approximation for u(0) and looked at the absolute error e a = |u(0)−u N h (0)|. For the relative error e r = e a /u(0) we have e r = ne a . When applying Algorithm 3.2 to this problem, two errors arise: the systematic one e Sy by replacing the first n equations of system (3.2) by the discrete Algorithm 3.1, and a statistical error, e St , due to a finite sample of N paths which replaces the expectation E by a mean of the N sample. Both contribute to the absolute error e a = e Sy + e St . This section hopefully illuminates the behavior of these errors. In all cases, we made at least 30 simulations and used a confidence factor of f = 0.1 or f = 0.05 (see Algorithm 4.1). Figure 4 .1 shows the absolute error e a from a simulation with N = 10 4 paths. A simulation with N = 5 × 10 3 paths looks very similar but with slightly bigger statistical errors. h is the estimate of the exit time of path i). Table 4 .1 shows that the standard deviation S N depends very weakly on the initial stepsize h for a fixed dimension n and number of paths N .
Comparing the absolute error e a with S N for sufficiently small initial stepsize h in Table 4 .2, we see that the statistical error is proportional to S N and is thus 
proportional to 1/ √ N as expected. This is important: the statistical error has the same dependence on N , regardless of the dimension n. To summarize, we find the following behavior for the absolute error when applying Algorithm 3.2 to the exit time problem: (Table 4 .1) and N (Table 4. 2) and further s = s(n) > 1 (Table 4. 3). This is an encouraging 
Comparison of different algorithms.
We now show our results which compare Algorithm 3.2 with other probabilistic methods of solving problem (3.1) appearing in the literature. We chose an n = 3 dimensional problem and the domain D = S 
Comparing algorithms.
For convenience, we summarize the basic features of all algorithms discussed in (4.3-4.5). To simplify notation we define the increments as ∆X = X k+1 − X k and ∆Z = Z k+1 − Z k and neglect subscripts k+1 also on h, r and ξ. Using this notation, the algorithms take the following form:
• simplest random walk [9] :
• walk on cubes (see Algorithm 3.1):
• walk on spheres of global order h ∝ r 2 [10] :
• walk on spheres of global order h 2 ∝ r 4 [10] :
In Table 4 .4 the random variables, width of boundary layers Γ T (Γ S ) denoted by ρ T (δ S ) and the global order of convergence as predicted by theory are summarized for all four algorithms. For the algorithms 3.1 and (4.3) we used the ran3 random number generator [12] to generate the ξ i , while the random variables uniform on ∂S n 1 for algorithms (4.4,4.5) were generated using normal random variables from the Blitz++ library [13, 14] and scaling the resulting vectors to unit length. We always chose D = S n 1 for the domain. In order to compare the convergences, we set h = r 2 n .
Exit time problem.
In Section 4.2 we found a truncation error of order h for Algorithm 3.2, whereas theoretically order h 2 should be achieved. Figure 4 .2 shows that the algorithm (4.5) also does not achieve the predicted rate of convergence (order h 2 = r 4 ). Instead its convergence rate is of the same order as that of walk-on-cubes, Algorithm 3.2. The simplest random walk (4.3) has the same order of convergence (it achieves the predicted order h) whereas the simpler walk on spheres (4.4) converges immediately. It should be noted, that for this simple problem, fewer steps are better (the stopping layer Γ S is wider for the low order algorithms, see Table 4 .4). 
Varying source term g(x)
In this section we consider problem (3.1) with
A solution is easily found to be u(x) = g(x)/(2π 2 |k| 2 ) which we assigned as boundary condition ψ(x) to get uniqueness on the surface of the hypersphere.
From Figure 4 .3 we see that for a harder problem (right plot) with higher frequencies k i , higher order algorithms show better performance than low order algorithms. Furthermore, Algorithm 3.2 shows better convergence than algorithm (4.5). 
Generalizations.
The generalization of Algorithm 3.2 to the more general Dirichlet problem (1.1)
with c(x) ≤ 0 is straight forward: Instead of system (3.2) consider the system [10] , 
Analogous to (3.3), we introduce
where we get the following one step approximation for Algorithm 3.2:
In (5.3), ξ i is as in (3.5) and and the (n × n)-array Ξ ij is distributed according to the law [6] (5.4)
Note that Ξ is skew symmetric w.r.t. the off-diagonal elements (Ξ ij = −Ξ ji , i, j = 1, . . . , n, j = i) with −1 on the diagonal. For this skew symmetric part, any higher order bounded approximation to gaussian random numbers is adequate.
Conclusions.
From the examples of two Poisson problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions in hyperspherical domains, we have seen that Monte-Carlo simulations of stochastic differential equations can indeed give very satisfactory results for the Dirichlet problem in n dimensions. From our examples, we also saw that it is not difficult for the random walk, which uses bounded approximations for the Brownian increments, to find the boundary. Furthermore, as the dimension of the space is increased, not only does the canonical O(N −1/2 ) statistical error remain valid, but the coefficient of N −1/2 actually seems to decrease as the dimension n increases. We think this is an encouraging result. As n increases, termination of the walk at the boundary also seems to become less sensitive to the initial step size. This conclusion seems valid for each of the methods tested: a simple walk with ∆X i = ± √ h for each coordinate i, but also the higher order methods walk on spheres (see [7] ) and walk on cubes (see Algorithm 3.1). The global order of accuracy is sometimes not as theoretically predicted (see Table 4 .4).
However, there is reason to believe the three models (above) for the increments of Brownian motion have weaknesses. In one dimension, the walk on spheres procedure is the same as the simple 2-point method (simple random walk). The walk on cubes increment, which has an advantage that it lends itself readily to Runge-Kutta approaches ( [6] , [8] , [11] ), is not isotropically distributed in n−space. Thus none of these models has all the properties we would like. The walk on spheres increment is isotropically distributed, but the radial distribution doesn't model the p ∼ exp(−r 2 /(2h))r n−1 radial density well. Walk on cubes has a somewhat better radial distribution, but isn't isotropic. Although in a few cases the global order is the expected O(h 2 ), in others it is only O(h). This is clearly better than the crude estimate O(h 1/2 ) with an unsophisticated boundary finding algorithm, however. It is our hope that better bounded models for Brownian increments will show improved accuracy. The current results, however, have to be considered stimulating: higher dimensional problems do not seem any less tractable than lower dimensional ones as we see at the end of Subsection 2.3 and in Table 4 .3.
